Additional List of Leipzig 1554, not published at the time of their receipt by the University.

Miscellaneous Papers. Division II.

655. Packet containing (1) Fragment of Gawyn Douglas's Virgil, 3 leaves of Mr. William (accur. to S. King) about 1530. (2) A Fragment of an unknown edition of the /Salices/ of Horace, "by the same author, printed apparently at Edinburgh not later than 1540 by Thomas Davidson."

656. Leaf containing parts of 26 text poems (c. 1560). The first is the beginning "By rest, repose the", printed at pp. 691-3 of the treatise Aeduba/\n De Gemahado/\n But with very considerable & poetical variations. The second poem which, evidently, begins "So (?) quaha sald pers toiffer pyne or for her palous thick distres" is appearing not in the Gemahado/\n
657. Confessionale or Dispensacion in favor of John Harper, Provisor of the New Hospital, Nuremberg, dispossessed Bamberg, at 113b pages. Fid. Aegidii; 1668.

658. Warrant by King James VI. for paying £900 to George Horst, goldsmith, for jewels & present to the Spanish Ambassador. Cadiz & in Flanders. 11th January 1620-1.

659. Original Instructions by King Charles II. to Lieutenant John Riddel (appointed Earl) to go to the Hague & treat with the Spanish Ambassador, about the Jews at Amsterdam & Gron. 24th September 1656.

660. A contemporary MS. of the popular version of the "Dickman's sermon" preached on the last Sunday of July 1638 in St. Giles, by Mr. James Ross. This version is entitled "A copy of Don Alcino."

661. A 1555 MS. in an English hand, containing 24 verses of "Jane Shore," as in the "Mirror for Magistrates," ed. 1563, with three words in a different hand, giving the Richard Witt." [MS. not bind, in most hand in the folio 1547]
Additional MS of Leving 1585, not catalogued at the time of their receipt by the University.

Miscellaneous Papers. Division II.

655. Packet containing (1) Fragment of John Dryden's 'Vigil,' 3 leaves of MS., written (according to St. Leving) about 1530. (2) A Fragment of an unknown edition of the 'Alcide' of Ariosto. In the same hand as the preceding, printed apparently at Edinburgh not later than 1590 by Thomas Davidson.

656. Leaf containing parts of two MS. poems (c. 1560). The first is that beginning "My heart, repose the". Printed at pp. 691-3 of the Amsterdam ed. of the Bannatyne MS. with very considerable poetic variations. The second poem, which begins "To O(?) quaha ould poes to suffer pyre," or something like this, states: "(Is) apparently not in the Bannatyne MS.

657. 'Confessiole' or Dirge written in verse by John Haner, Provost of St. John's College, New College, Aberdeen, 11th poem, First Folio editions.

658. Warrant by King James VI. for paying £900 to George Heriot, Master, for pew and presents to the French Ambassador at the King's expense. 11th January 1620/1.

659. Original Instructions by King Charles I. to Lord Grand John Melville (appointed Earl) to go to the Hague and deals with the Spanish Ambassador, about 26th April 1640. 21st January 1656.

660. A contemporary MS. of the popular version of the 'Bekommary Servant' printed on the 2nd Sunday of July 1638 in St. Giles, by Mr. James Ross. This version is entitled "A Cup of Deo Accord.

Additional list of Leith Ms's not catalogued at the time of their receipt by the University.

Miscellaneous papers: Division II.

X 655 Roll.

655 Packet containing (1) Fragment of Graeme Douglas's Virgil, three leaves of MS, written according to Dr. Leith, about 1530. (2) A Fragment of an extant or edition of the Italic of Horace by the same author, printed apparently at Edinburgh not later than the year 1540 by Thomas Vochtor. DB.6,20.

X 656 Leaf containing parts of two MS poems (c 1560). The first is a translation beginning 'Geni hortus, repare', the second is printed at pp 691-3 of the kremserian Club Ed. of the Bannatyne MS, but with very considerable poetical variations. The second poem, which in the MS, begins 'So I yule sould plesse to suffer pyne, or for my pleasaunt thrift displease' (is apparently not in the Bannatyne MS.

X 657 Correspondence or Dispensation in favour of John Hamer, Provent and Keeper of the New Hospital, Nuremburg, Diocese of Bamberg, and eleven other persons, finely illuminated, no date.

X 658 Warrant by King James the Sixth for paying £ 900 to George Heriot goldsmith for jewels and presents to the French Ambassador Cadet and his Secretary 11th January 1620-1.

X 659 Original Instructions by King Charles II. to Lieut. General John Middleton (afterwards Earl) to go to the Hague & deal with the Spanish Ambassador, also with the Jews at Amsterdam & Bruges 24th September 1656.

X 660 A contemporary MS of the popular version of the 'Posthumous Sermon' preached on the last Sunday of July 1633 in St Giles, by Mr James Roes. This version is intitled 'A Capp of Ron Accord.'

X 661 A MS in an English hand, containing 24 verses of 'Jane Shore.
as in the "Mirror for Magistrates" Ed. 1563. with these words in a different hand "finis quaque Richard Weske" [Not very dated, but must have been written before 1591.]

* 662. Interesting letter, Mr. Gavin Young, minister of Ruthwell to John Murray, Earl of Arundel. Sumptib about Scots books. 31 October 1637

* 663. Fragment of a letter, Mr. James Melville to Andrew Blaiklock, bookseller Edinburgh. 2nd July 1606.

* 664. Copy (Contemporary) of the paper directed against the "Publick Resolutions" by the First High Commission. 1651

* 665. Another paper by Mr. Benning, endorsed in Warriston's handwriting as "Mr. H. Benning his reply to Mr. D. Dickson" amended and on a paper intitled "no separation from the army" etc. [This part is said to be in the handwriting of David Anderson, a clerk as Warriston's clerk.]

* 666. M.S. entitled "Informatione for the Marquis of Argyll," evidently forming part of the legal defences for that nobleman on his trial. 1661.

* 667. Letter from [Major?] John Strachan to [a nobleman perhaps the Commander of the forces?] in reference to a complaint against him for illegal quartering on Carlston [Berwickshire]. 3 September 1672.

* 668. M.S. (Contemporary) entitled "The Last words of Margaret Elliot, spouse of Thomas Stewart of Culmores, who died 1st June 1675," with an epitaph.

* 669. M.S. Fragment of the an "Account of the voyage and Journals of the Scots African and Indian Fleets" from July 1678 to 1st November thereafter. 1699.
670. Fragment of ten leaves, apparently letters to a Mr. Donaldson 1696-1700. one of them giving an acount of his fire in Parliament Close.

671. Copy in an 18th Century hand of The Tables of Cohran in Arabic with Latin Translation.

672. M.S. (unperfect) containing entries relating to trade to the Sepair, apparently notes of their minutes [last date 1683, & the handwriting is contemporary]

673. M.S. (contemporary) containing copies of letters of Dundas to John Nightman, satires on the latter, who was a tailor in Edinburgh 1721.

674. Contemporary M.S. entitled "A Full Collection of all Papers upon Charles Prince of Wales" in [1745] apparently more complete.

675. Memorandum in the handwriting of Charles Hoppis: a Sketch about the Musical Museum & was pen in a Sketch by him. No date [1780]

676. Contemporary M.S. [1715] Memorandum to the Duke of Montrose as to the Profession of Medicine in Edinburgh, proposing the appointment of the Professor of Medicine as perpetual first Physician to the King.

677. Three Minutes of Rectorial Court at St. Andrews, dated 16, 17 & 18 February 1720 signed by Rector, and a separate paper a report of proceedings [April 1780]

678. M.S. Statement as to the Presbyterian Church in Hali: for [perhaps made for General Assembly] c. 1776.

679. Modern Paper entitled "Remarks on the present state
of affairs between Great Britain and America - no date.


X 681. Interesting letter Dr. John Lang to Dr. Grieve Edinburgh, from "Old Slaughter's Coffee House, St. Martin's Lane," 28 February 1707, as to the proceedings in London of the Commissioners from the General Assembly.


X 683 Ms. of 281 pages [dated in 1686, 1687] containing a number of letters in Latin, some addressed to a Bishop.

X 684 Ms. [Watermark 1808] on the Art of Perspective with diagrams.

X 685 Packet containing notes by Professor Charles Mackie, extracts by him from the correspondence of Principal Curators. Also in his handwriting a Memorial for the Professors in opposition to a tax on ale, with reply by Magistrates 1742.

X 686 "A Copy of a book containing the "Romney hand" with copies of the Black Saxon and Italian hands." No date. Specimens of Calligraphy of last century.

X 687 Packet of eight papers, two relating to mines, the others five.

X 688 ms. lists of old Scottish Coins & Information about Monks (date uncertain).